
C A B I N E T R Y  &  D E S I G N  

Let’s talk laundry.  We gather and bring dirty clothing 

to laundry machines.  We wash, we dry, we hang, we fold.  
Then we transport the clean laundry and put it away.  Ugh!  
It’s a necessary chore that you cannot put off indefinitely  
unless, of course, you have an open budget on clothing.  If  
so, have at it.  But the rest of us might need a boost in the  
laundry room department. 
 
Lately we have been called upon to design and update several 
laundry rooms.  Some, more extensive than others.  But over-
all, the spaces are bright and organized—a place to complete 
the inevitable laundry chores, and beyond.  Common requests 
are built in storage, dedicated folding space, locker styled 
cubbies for each family member, and pet centers.  The  
laundry room has become a multi-purposed space to  
accommodate a variety of roles.   
 
The entirety of the above requests may seem beyond your 
space, but oftentimes elements can be incorporated into a 
smaller space to address your needs.  Cabinetry above the 
washer and dryer that extends to the ceiling can provide  
excellent storage.  If you have front load machines, merely  
adding a counter across the top of the machines for folding is 
a great way to increase functional space.  Maybe a bar for 
hanging items?  Hooks for coats and backpacks?   
 
Another trend we are seeing in laundry room updates is des-
ignated pet areas; a place to store food, possibly  a concealed 
cat litterbox cabinet and space allotted for a dog crate to slide 

into an open space under a counter top.  Going well beyond 
the norm is the addition of dog washing stations.  Whatever 
works to make your day-to-day life easier is great—but please 
make sure your personal shower gets the first update before 
Fido has his own spa! 
 
Having the proper tools for the job makes job completion  
easier via efficiency.  The satisfaction felt when a job is  
completed brings us happiness.  So,  proper tools + efficiency 
+ job completion = happiness.    
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WHAT’S NEW:   

DECIDEDLY DELICIOUS  CHEESY POTATOES! 

 1 (10 3/4 oz) cream of chicken soup 
1 c. sour cream 
1 Tbsp onion flakes (or 1/4 C chopped fresh onion) 
1/4 c. butter, melted 
1/4 tsp salt 
1/4 tsp pepper 
1 (32 oz) frozen cubed hash brown potatoes, thawed 
2 c. sharp cheddar cheese 
 
Combine the cream of chicken soup, sour cream, onion 
and butter in a large bowl. Add hash browns and 1 1/2 c. 
cheese and stir until combined.  

Pour into 4 qt slow cooker, cover. 
Cook for 4-5 hours on low or until potatoes are tender. 
Sprinkle the remaining cheese over potatoes and continue 
to cook 5 minutes or until cheese is melted. 
 
Servings:  8 side dish portions 
Double for a crowd! 
 
Add in ideas:   
cubed ham, crisped bacon, chopped scallions 
 
 

Meet Snap Power.  An innovative newcomer started by electrician Jeremy 
Smith.  Always a creative inventor, he began tinkering with his ideas in the sec-
ond grade.  Many years later as a career electrician, he was installing expensive 
and complicated stair lights.  He had an ‘aha’ moment and gathered materials 
from the local big box store and began his very saleable invention:  SnapPower Guidelight.   
 

SnapPower Guidelights, pictured to the right of the Snap Power logo above, is an electrical plate with three led lights cast downward.  
The plate is installed traditionally, but there are power prongs that extract minute amounts of power from the existing outlet.  The 
coverplate has a light sensor and once dark, the LED lights turn on automatically, and off again once daylight is detected.  You can  
Imagine the many locations this would be ideal!  The cost per plate is roughly $15 and installs on virtually any electrical outlet.  
 

Jeremy’s invention was a success from the start.   He went to Kickstarter.com, a website for people to ‘advertise’ their projects and 
get public funding to bring their visions to life.  Jeremy did just that, asking for $12,000.00 to start his company.  It’s reported in the 
first week on Kickstarter.com, Jeremy received over $250,000.00.   
 

Production of the guide light began early 2014.  This year, 
Snap Power is introducing the Snap Power USB Charger.  
Same cover plate design, but with a USB port at the 
bottom.  It is pictured above to the left of the Snap Power 
logo. The cost is roughly $21 , with quantity discounts, and 
again, installs on virtually any electrical outlet. 
 

It’s so simple, cost effective, long lasting...and brilliant!     
     

              Visit their website for more information www.snappower.com 



EASY ON THE EYES IN NAPERVILLE 

This transitional space is adjacent to the family room, dining 
room, laundry room, and backyard access.  Keeping the color 
scheme in neutral tones has accomplished two goals:  creating 
a visually larger space, and an optical rest moving from one 
space to another. 
 
The cabinetry is alder wood with a sienna stain.  The shaker 
style is continued at the ceiling level with a simply elegant 
crown molding. 
 
A priority of River Oak Cabinetry is to create a design that 
makes use of all available space for functionality, in addition to 
a beautiful room in the home.  Beyond the pictures of the pan-
try roll out shelves and garbage/recycle roll out cabinet, there is 
a lazy Susan to optimize corner storage,  and vertical tray  
dividers in upper cabinets on the refrigerator wall.  The soffits 
have been removed to allow the cabinets to extend to the  
ceiling, offering additional storage space.   
 
The cabinetry on the range wall are stacked with glass doors 
and interior lighting to add a decorative touch.  The under cabi-
net lighting sets off  the beautiful granite counter tops and 
honed marble backsplash with diamond shaped accent tile. 
 
If you look closely, you’ll see the new wood floors have been 
laid in alternating width planks.  We were matching the adja-
cent family room’s original hardwood floors and continued the 
pattern for interest and continuity. 
 
To keep with the open, clean feeling of the space, recessed 
lighting was installed.  In and under cabinet lighting illuminates 
the kitchen with a soft glow. 

“We did not have a clear image in mind before we began but the kitchen was 
old and needed some improvements. The oven had not worked in years and 
the range was temperamental; the counters were scratched and the soffits 
were, well, ugly.  
 
What convinced us to do a full remodel was realizing we plan to still be here 
in ten years.    
 
Patty is the main reason we went with RO over our 2nd choice. Her demeanor 
and friendly professionalism sold me. She was knowledgeable and interested 
and really wanted us to be happy with the outcome. Never pushy or impa-
tient, she asked illuminating questions and did not overwhelm me with too 
many options. Patty helped me to perceive the kitchen I wanted when I had 
no idea where to begin. ” 

John & Marge P., Naperville 



 
 

 
 A kitchen or bath remodeling project isn’t just a job. It’s an emotional  

journey—one that should begin with partners you trust.  
 

With a work ethic based on respect and design expertise rooted in  
creativity, River Oak Cabinetry & Design offers the perfect balance  
of practicality and originality. 
 

It’s this real world understanding of how design relates to execution  
that inspires the entire River Oak Cabinetry & Design family. 
 

With 100% client satisfaction and an A-rating at Angie’s List,  
you can be confident that River Oak Cabinetry will treat you with  
the care and respect that you deserve. 
 

 

Call us today for your free  
design consultation. 

10047 S. BODE STREET, PLAINFIELD IL  60585    
PHONE 630.355.7900    
www.riveroakcabinetry.com 


